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oi her that she was the most beautiful princess in Europe.
Tall, fair, oval-faced, with eyelashes the birds could build their
nests in. Apart from painting flowers in water-colours she
would sit vacantly, neither speaking nor seeming to hear, and
yet looking intense. She had the Arab mind—purely contem-
plative, her apparent intensity masking the void within.
However much one may like some royalties individually,
there is something unspeakably tedious in the endless standing
about, the " what-will-happen-next " expectant atmosphere
that they create. How one stands ! They make it impossible
to settle down to a book or to any consecutive conversation.
Anybody to whom one tries to talk in a royal atmosphere is
distant and jumpy and keeps an eye fixed on the royal move-
ments, alert and eager to be noticed. Even the most intelligent
and habitually charming people cease to be themselves in the
presence of royalty. Surprisingly many are reduced to a standard
of idiocy. Royalties have their jokes and silly stories that out-
siders, standing first on one leg and then on the other, have to
listen to and appear to be amused by. There is nothing more
deadly than to have to appear amused. The smile that must be
preserved and the banal response that accompanies it. People
listened to Prince Arthur's interminable jokes and laughed at
them, and told him he was most amusing, which merely
encouraged him to go on. He had not in those days learnt
to mimic foreign royalties and Orientals, which he does now so
brilliantly. I have often wondered what impression royalties
have of us, who think they know us, but see us only in an
idiotic guise.
Ill
The next summer we all met again. No party was con-
sidered complete without the " Connaught Princesses." I
confess that I became extremely devoted to Margaret; she
stood out from the rest as shining crystal among quartz. It
was said of her that she had the character of Queen Victoria,
However that may be, I do not know, but she was both woman
of the world and naive, saintly yet a naughty laughing child,

